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•French’s® Classic Yellow® Mustard is made with #1 grade mustard seeds and features a bright, glossy yellow
color with an unmatched, tangy and creamy traditional mustard flavor. •Show patrons your commitment to
quality by elevating your operation with French’s Classic Yellow Mustard, America’s #1 mustard brand.. •The 8 oz.
pl...
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INGREDIENTS: DISTILLED
VINEGAR, WATER, #1 GRADE
MUSTARD SEED, SALT,
TURMERIC, PAPRIKA, SPICE,
NATURAL FLAVOR & GARLIC
POWDER.

Free From:

French’s® Classic Yellow® Mustard Squeeze Tabletop is
shipped and stored at ambient temperatures and has a
shelf life of 12 months. Protect product from freezing
and store with cap tightly closed to reduce the risk of
contamination and maintain maximum product quality.
For best flavor, refrigerate after opening. Recycling of
cardboard cases is encouraged where acceptable.

French’s® Classic Yellow® Mustard is the classic, beloved all-American
condiment, adding pungent, signature flavor to your tabletop: •Spicy
sage aioli burgers with mustard, grilled tomatoes and hot banana
peppers •Brew pub ham and egg salad sandwich •Grilled chicken and
chilled ancho poblano wrap •Shaved black forest ham topped with
melted Muenster, provolone and Swiss cheeses served on a pretzel roll
•Pulled pork BBQ sandwiches on a Kaiser roll •Signature sauces mixed
with mayonnaise, ranch dressing or BBQ sauce

No preparation necessary. French’s® Classic Yellow®
Mustard Squeeze Tabletop is ready to use and place on
tabletops or condiment stations for patrons to add their
favorite mustard on their favorite foods. To open,
unscrew cap and peel off inner freshness seal. French’s
Classic Yellow Mustard is perfect as a plus-one
ingredient and great for blending with mayonnaise,
yogurt, creamy horseradish sauce and dressings for
signature flavor staring a classic favorite. Shake well
before using.

French's McCormick & Company Mustard

418502600 1226 00041500850269 12/8 oz

7 lb 6 lb USA Yes

8.63 in 7.38 in 6.25 in 0.23 ft3 27x6
540

DAYS
71°F / 100°F
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